TRINITY YACHTS
‘MINE GAMES’

A

rguably the most prolific builder of luxury yachts
over 150’ today, US based Trinity Yachts have
been able to feature no fewer than three of their
yachts in this volume of ‘Luxury Yachts Of The World’.
While of a similar size, each of these three yachts is very
different in style and appearance with each having its own
unique characteristics, representing each owner’s particular
requirements.
From a yard which currently has no fewer than 24
major yacht projects in the design or construction stage until
well into 2011, the 50m (164’) ‘Mine Games’ is slightly
larger, but shares the same high quality construction and
attention to detail afforded to all of this prestigious yard’s
yachts.
Trinity’s first move when working with the owner of
‘Mine Games’ was to bring aboard the respected interior
designer Patrick Knowles. The owner’s brief was for a
yacht with a traditional classic style and with an interior
boasting a variety of different materials from exquisite
marble through to rich American cherry wood. Attention
to detail and a yacht that would stand the test of time were
of paramount importance.
Boarding the yacht from the stern, the large swim
platform is immediately noticeable. Trinity have earned
a good reputation for their ‘trademark’ swim platforms
and the one on ‘Mine Games’ does not disappoint and is

Above & Left:
‘Mine Games’ is a yacht built for long
distance cruising, exploration and
above all, enjoyment.
Far Left:
The huge sundeck features a dining
table for ten, a spa pool, a wet bar,
sunbeds and a large plasma screen
where guests can enjoy movies &
sports while relaxing.
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a highly functional and identifiable part of the yacht. At
4.2m in length it is large enough to store the yacht’s large
submersible, the 3m US Submarine’s submersible ‘Explorer
1000’ which in itself is a work of art. Capable of diving to
a depth exceeding 300m and with a predicted submerged
endurance of 12 hours at 2 knots, the sub is fitted with high
density halogen lights and its own manipulator arm. This
allows the operator to collect material for study for the
International Seakeepers organisation, which was founded
to help protect and conserve the world’s coastlines.
Patrick Knowles designed the main saloon of the
yacht to be entered from the aft doors via a full width marble
floored entrance lobby to facilitate guests entering the yacht
when she is moored stern to in the Mediterranean. The
entrance lobby leads through to a main saloon that would
not look out of place in a Venetian palace. Containing a
profusion of ornate furnishings, a large L-shaped sofa, a
dining table for twelve guests and ornately painted ceilings
well lit by golden up-lighters, the whole area while rich,
warm and luxurious, can be bathed in natural light through
the yacht’s large side windows. Throughout the main
saloon, a wide range of rich ornate fabrics, gold leaf and
dark woods give the yacht its classic and traditional feel.
Further forward past a well-equipped galley, the
owner’s stateroom dominates the rest of the main deck.
Facing forward, the master bed enjoys panoramic 180o
views through large wrap-around windows. A full width
master dressing area, owner’s study and his and her
bathrooms complete the luxuriously appointed master
suite.
The owner is not the only one to enjoy the yacht’s
luxury, however. Four further staterooms are located on the
lower deck, each furnished to the highest quality.
While the main deck has the feeling of a stately
home, the bridge deck has a slightly less formal ambience,
yet losing none of the yacht’s grandeur and quality. Behind
the modern and functional pilot house, the captain enjoys a
large double en-suite cabin. Moving aft, panoramic views
can be enjoyed from the large sky lounge where an array

Above:
‘Mine Games’ main saloon is
sumptuously exotic.
Far Left:
Attention to detail is typified by the
main dining room.
Left:
The skylounge deck is the perfect place
to enjoy an al fresco lunch.
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Gulfport, MS. 39503 USA
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Web: www.trinityyachts.com

of stylishly designed sofas and chairs, a bar and a large
entertainment centre keep the guests relaxed in the most
comfortable surroundings. Exiting through doors aft, a
large circular table seating ten guests is the ideal place to
enjoy lunch in the open.
Above the bridge deck, ‘Mine Games’ boasts a
magnificent sundeck, where guests may choose to relax in
a variety of ways. Fitted with huge sunbeds positioned at
the forward part of this deck, a large spa pool, a dining
table for those al fresco lunches and a wet bar, this deck
is all about fun and enjoyment, something the yacht’s
fortunate guests will be able to enjoy without exception.
Raising the bar yet again, Trinity is without doubt
setting the standard for luxury yacht construction and
‘Mine Games’ is another true reflection of the company’s
expertise and ability. The next few years will be an exciting
time for this most prestigious yacht builder and an even
better time for its fortunate clients.

SPECIFICATIONS: TRINITY YACHTS
‘MINE GAMES’
Length Overall:
Length Waterline:
Beam:
Draught:
Accommodation:
Naval Architecture:
Interior Design:
Construction:
Propulsion:
Fuel Capacity:
Fresh Water Cap:
Maximum Speed:
Cruising Range:

50m (164’)
44m (144’ 3”)
8.5m (28’ 0”)
2.3m (7’ 3”)
11 guests + 10 crew
Trinity Yachts
Patrick Knowles
Aluminium
2 x Caterpillar 3516B 3,384hp
16,100 gallons
2,600 gallons
22.5 knots
3000 nautical miles @ 12 knots

Above:
The owner’s stateroom boasts
panoramic views forward and uses an
abundance of warm, rich fabrics.
Left:
The en-suite bathroom to the owner’s
stateroom is supremely luxurious.
Far Left:
The pilothouse is well designed,
modern and functional.
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